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Der vorliegende Sammelband לקט 
eröffnet eine neue Reihe wissenschaftli-
cher Studien zur Jiddistik sowie philolo-
gischer Editionen und Studienausgaben 
jiddischer Literatur. Jiddisch, Englisch 
und Deutsch stehen als Publikationsspra-
chen gleichberechtigt nebeneinander.

Leket erscheint anlässlich des 
xv.  Sym posiums für Jiddische Studien 
in Deutschland, ein im Jahre 1998 von 
 Erika Timm und Marion  Aptroot als 
für das in Deutschland noch  junge Fach 
Jiddistik und dessen interdisziplinären 
Umfeld ins Leben gerufenes  Forum.
Die im Band versammelten 32 Essays zur 
jiddischen Literatur-, Sprach- und Kul-
turwissenschaft von Autoren aus Europa, 
den usa, Kanada und Israel vermitteln 
ein Bild von der Lebendigkeit und Viel-
falt jiddistischer Forschung heute.
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Isaac Bashevis Singer seemed really to live nowhere at all, though everyone 
had an address for him. He did not quite fĳit into the New World or the Old, so 
canny was he at adapting himself to American tastes, so skillful at exploiting 
those tastes for his own ends. His streak of opportunism often worked on 
behalf of his genius, and the public clowning in which he indulged neither 
seriously damaged his gifts as a perverse fabulist nor lacked a touch of con-
tempt for his American admirers. 

Irving Howe, Margins of Hope : An Intellectual Autobiography  1

Unlike that of other Yiddish writers in North America after 1945, Isaac 
Bashevis Singer ’ s work has been thoroughly investigated in a variety of 
scholarly works in multiple fĳields. There are bibliographies of Singer ’ s 
work in Yiddish and English covering all stages of his career, with the 
exception of the period between 1952 and 1959.2 Although an increasing 
number of studies examining Singer ’ s works have appeared since his 
death in 1991, much of his Yiddish work published in the daily newspa-
per ָארווערטס	 and Yiddish journals has not yet been examined. Most 
of Singer ’ s work, which includes journalism, novels, life writing, and 
short stories, has not even been translated or reprinted in Yiddish in 
book form. David Neal Miller mentions that Singer published 907 items 
in Yiddish newspapers and journals from 1924 to 1949 ; only eleven of 
these ( the novel �ַדער ׂשטן אין גָאר, nine short stories, and one critical es-
say ) have been translated into English. In her bibliography of Singer ’ s 
work from 1960 to 1991, Roberta Saltzman has compiled a list of Singer ’ s 
Yiddish fĳiction written during this period that has not been translated ; 
it includes 11 novels, 11 novellas and 56 short stories.3 In addition, Singer 
published many works of life writing as serials in ָארווערטס	 from the 
early 1950s onwards which have never been made available in book 
form in Yiddish or English.4 It is possible that future investigations of 

1 Howe 1982 : 264.
2 Miller 1983, 1979 ; Saltzman 2002. See also : Miller 1991. A footnote to this article states : 
“ This article appears in somewhat diffferent form as the introduction to the author ’ s Bibli-
ography of Isaac Bashevis Singer, 1952 – 1959. ” The latter work has still not been published.
3 Saltzman 2002 : xiii f.
4 See Schwarz 2005 : 142 – 152.

Jan Schwarz

“ Nothing But a Bundle of Paper ”
Isaac Bashevis Singer ’ s Literary Career in America
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Singer ’ s multifaceted work in the Yiddish newspapers and journals will 
reveal literary treasures that will further add to his literary reputation.

It is the English versions of Singer ’ s works that have become defĳini-
tive ; translations into other languages ( including Hebrew and Polish ) 
are made from English, not Yiddish. From the 1960s to the 1980s, Singer 
scholarship as well was dominated by a focus on this corpus in English. 
Starting in the late 1980s, however, a new generation of Yiddish schol-
ars began to study his Yiddish work.5 It is time for these two schools of 
Singer research to enrich each other, informed by an inclusive approach 
to the author ’ s Yiddish and English corpus. Singer ’ s Yiddish work must 
be the point of departure for any serious scholarly engagement. How-
ever, Singer ’ s literary bilingualism as translator of his Yiddish work into 
English ( almost always with the help of American translators ), which 
began in the 1960s, became an integrated part of his oeuvre. The English 
versions of his Yiddish work ( in some instances, signifĳicant diffferences 
exist between the two ) are in many cases artistically superior to the 
original Yiddish newspaper editions. As a result, it is pertinent to view 
the Yiddish and English versions as belonging to one corpus without a 
priori privileging the Yiddish in which Singer fĳirst published almost all 
of his work.6

The crucial period of Singer ’ s artistic career was the Polish period, 
between his debut in 1925 and his departure from Warsaw in 1935. In 
this decade ( his twenties ) he was at the center of the Yiddish literary 
world in Warsaw and contributed to both highbrow and shund jour-
nals.7 The sources for a reconstruction of this period in Singer ’ s life can 
be found in his life writing written from the mid-1950s to the early 1980s 
in New York as well as in his journalistic and literary contributions to 
Polish Yiddish periodicals between 1925 and 1935. However, this volu-
minous material has not yet been systematically examined to outline 
the particulars of Singer ’ s Polish period, where the keys to his later de-
velopment and meteoric rise to fame in America can be found.8 Singer 

5 See Wolitz 2001 and Sherman 2007 b.
6 Chaim Grade published eighteen books in Yiddish between 1936 and 1976. During his 
lifetime, six books of Grade ’ s works ( short stories, novels and life writing ) were published 
in English translation. See Lisek 2007 : 74 f. Singer, on the other hand, published consider-
ably fewer books in Yiddish than in English.
7 The fact that there was no strict division between journalism and highbrow literature 
was emblematic of the discourse of Polish Yiddish culture in the interwar period. In that 
regard, Singer ’ s multiple cultural engagements were typical : “ The absence of clear-cut pro-
fessional boundaries was in part a consequence of the weak economic base of Yiddish cul-
ture in Poland. Intellectuals needed to ‘ dance at many weddings ’ in order to make a living. 
The daily press and popular theater were the only fĳinancially secure cultural institutions. ” 
Fishman 2005 : 90.
8 Crucial for such an examination of Singer ’ s Polish period are the works of Chone 
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grew up in an ultra-Orthodox home that, in its extreme piety, was quite 
unusual compared with the backgrounds of his Yiddish literary peers. 
As a result of his exposure to his Hasidic father ’ s rabbinical court in 
Warsaw, and the traditional Judaism of his maternal grandfather, the 
Bilgoray rabbi ( Singer lived in Bilgoray from age 13 to 17 ), he could draw 
on much deeper experiences of traditional Jewish life than his contem-
poraries. Furthermore, like his older brother I. J. Singer ( 1893 – 1944 ), 
Singer had a phenomenal memory that would serve him well as an art-
ist obsessively mining his autobiographical past.9

In 1935, Singer followed his brother I. J. Singer to New York, where 
the latter, who had arrived in 1933, had become an internationally re-
nowned novelist and contributor to the ָארווערטס	 , the Jewish Daily For-
ward. Thanks to his older brother ’ s reputation, the lesser-known Singer 
landed a contract with ָארווערטס	 just a few months after arriving in 
New York. Abe Cahan, the legendary ָארווערטס	 editor, invited Singer 
to serialize his new novel in the newspaper. It began biweekly publica-
tion on October 5, 1935 under the title דער זינדיקער משיח : ַא היסטָארישער 
 Following his critically .( The Sinful Messiah : A Historical Novel ) רָאמַאן
acclaimed debut novel �ַגָאר אין   in The ,( Satan in Goray, 1933 ) דער ׂשטן 
Sinful Messiah Singer depicted a controversial fĳigure from Jewish histo-
ry, Jacob Frank ( 1726 – 1791 ), who had been influenced by the Sabbatean 
creed. Frank and his followers converted to Catholicism en masse in 
mid-eighteenth-century Poland. That novel has never been published 
in book form and was considered a failure by the author. However, ac-
cording to a short article in ָארווערטס	 from 1936, the novel was highly 
popular among its readers.10 Singer published no more fĳiction for the 
next seven years, instead writing an increasing number of tabloid-style 
articles with titles like “ People Who Enjoy Hurting Others and People 
Who Get Pleasure from Being Hurt ” and “ Divorced His Wife and Took 
Her as a Lover. ” 

Shmeruk and Nathan Cohen. See Cohen 2003 ; Shmeruk 1981 – 1982. The latter article in-
cludes a list of autobiographical novels and memoirs about interwar Warsaw published in 
 from the mid-1950s until 1981. Most of these works have never appeared in book 	ָארווערטס 
form in English or Yiddish. See also Fishman 2005 : 83 – 139 ; Yungman 1985. Two other forma-
tive experiences in Singer ’ s Polish period are Tlomatske 13, the address and unofffĳicial name 
of the Association of Jewish Writers and Journalists in Warsaw, where he spent a great deal 
of time ; and the influence of Hillel Zeitlin, the important post-hasidic religious philosopher 
in Warsaw whose son, the poet Aaron Zeitlin, collaborated with Singer in the publication of 
the journal Globus from 1932 to 1934. See Cohen 2002 ; Szeintuch 2000, a volume of Aaron 
Zeitlin ’ s letters from Warsaw in the interwar period ; Zeitlin 1946. For a selection of Yiddish 
prose literature in interwar Poland, see Trunk and Zeitlin 1946.
9 See Singer 1984 : xi.
10 Isaac Bashevis Singer Papers, The Harry Ransom Center, University of Texas, fĳile 81 : 8.
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In 1943, Singer published a reprint of �ַדער ׂשטן אין גָאר and fĳive new 
stories.11 Four of these stories were narrated by the יצר � הרע ( the Evil In-
clination ), part of a planned series of monologues entitled The Diary of 
the Evil One. Singer ’ s talent for storytelling blossomed in these mono-
logues ’ formulaic battles between Good and Evil among ordinary shtetl 
Jews who were tempted by the Evil One to perpetrate the most outra-
geously transgressive acts. Singer turned these monologues into a sus-
tained narrative unit, subverting the progressive humanism of Yiddish 
writers such as I. L. Peretz and Sh. An-sky, author of the renowned play 
 is told by an ( 1888 ) מָאניש Peretz ’ s debut work, the epic poem .דער דיבוק
omniscient third-person narrator. Monish, the innocent young Talmud 
scholar, is tempted to perpetrate the ultimate act of heresy : he swears 
eternal love to Marie, the Gentile daughter of a German businessman, 
by the name of God : ון דער	ון זינדיקן מויל ַארויסגעזָאגט — / 	דעם נָאמען גָאט . . . /  
 he sinfully speaks the name of God / and is struck “ הייך ַא דונער שלָאגט !
by the thunder of His rod. ” 12 As a result, Monish is condemned to an 
eternal Jewish purgatory. In Singer ’ s pieces, in contrast, the Sabbatean 
creed of sexual promiscuity as “ redemption through sin ” leads the char-
acters to utter desperation and suicide.13

While Monish is punished by having his earlobe nailed to a door-
post in the netherworld, a Jewish purgatory, Singer graphically outlines 
the collective punishment of his sinners in the story ון קרע�	דער חורבן 
-included in the 1943 volume. Hav ,( The Destruction of Kreshev ) שעוו
ing encouraged his wife Lise to commit adultery with a servant named 
Leybl Shmayser ( Laybl Whip ), Lise ’ s husband eventually confesses ev-
erything to the town rabbi. The punishment is swiftly carried out with a 
vengeance. Carted through the town, Lise becomes the target of verbal 
and physical abuse from the shtetl ’ s Jews. Again Singer subverts the fa-
ther of Yiddish literature I. L. Peretz, who in the story מּתנות �דרַ ( Three 
Gifts ) had portrayed a martyred woman ’ s heroism. The woman pinned 
her dress to her body in order to maintain her chastity (  צניעות ) during a 
similar act of public humiliation. The main diffference, however, is that 
in Peretz ’ s story the abusers are anti-Semites cheered on by priests and 
the mayor of the town, while in Singer ’ s the drama is played out en-
tirely among Jews with almost no reference to the Gentile world. Again, 
Peretz ’ s martyrological universe, the quintessential sanctum of mod-

11 Singer 1943.
12 Howe, Wisse and Shmeruk 1987 : 80 – 81. Translation by Seymur Mayne.
13 Like the German Jewish kabbalah scholar Gershom Scholem ( 1897 – 1982 ), Singer 
turned Sabbatai Zevi into the prototype of his times. Scholem ’ s fĳirst published essay about 
Sabbatai Zevi, “ Redemption through Sin ” ( Scholem 1971 : 78 – 141 ), originally appeared in 
1937. Later, in his magisterial study Sabbatai Ṣevi : The Mystical Messiah ( 1973 ), Scholem 
would acknowledge Singer ’ s stories as one of the most vivid expressions of Polish kabbal-
ism in its “ unique fascination with the sphere of evil. ” Both Scholem and Singer mapped 
the long historical trajectory of Jewish destruction and renewal. Scholem 1974 : 299.
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ern Yiddish culture, has been violently imploded by Singer ’ s chillingly 
detached depiction of the collective orgy of revenge that descends on 
the poor sinner Lise, who eventually commits suicide. Singer closes one 
of his darkest stories with the complete destruction of Kreshev in a con-
flagration perpetrated by Leybl Shmayser. The only character to escape 
the yeytser-hore ’ s evil net is Gimpel, Lise ’ s father. This namesake of the 
righteous Gimpel the Fool ( 1945 ) would reappear under diffferent guises 
in Singer ’ s stories published after the Holocaust.

מושקַאט 	ַאמיליע   Singer ’ s fĳirst work to be ,( The Family Moskat )  די 
translated into English, became the test case for his standard procedure 
after 1950 of trimming and shortening the Yiddish novels serialized in 
 The correspondence between the publisher Alfred A. Knopf .	ָארווערטס
and Singer in 1948 – 1949 indicates that initially the latter, contrary 
to the demand of his publisher, was against cutting the Yiddish text. 
Knopf pointed out that Singer ’ s older brother I. J. Singer had no issues 
“ in cutting very considerably The Brothers Ashkenazi, ” which the pub-
lisher had made available in English in 1936. The main issue was that 
the American readership in English was very diffferent from Singer ’ s 
Yiddish readers : “ After all you must remember that we are publishing 
books in English for American readers to whom you are not as yet even 
a name. ” A central part of the editing and translating of Yiddish nov-
els was the question of accessibility that applied to foreign language 
writing in general, regardless of the fact that Singer ( and many other 
Yiddish writers ) lived not in a foreign country but in New York, where 
they had a huge, devoted readership. Knopf perceptively articulated the 
quality that set Singer ’ s work apart, “ which I respect as being a sort of 
monument to a life that has ceased to exist and will never exist again. ” 
Literature as retrospective reconstruction of a lost world would be a 
central trope of post-1945 Yiddish literature, continuing a trend already 
evident in the historical novels of the two Singer brothers in the inter-
war period.14 

The mutual influence between I.  J. Singer and his younger broth-
er has been noticed but not systematically analyzed. Key texts are I.  J. 
Singer ’ s novels ( 1932 ) יָאשע קַאלב and ( 1936 ) די ברידער ַאשּכנזי, which can 
be viewed as prototypes against which Singer conceived his early his-
torical novels, �ַ( 1936 ) דער זינדיקער משיח ,( 1933 ) ׂשטן אין גָאר and ַאמיליע	די  
 An examination of the popularity of the Yiddish .( 1948 – 1945 ) מושקַאט
historical novel, a staple of the literary supplements in Yiddish news-
papers, would undoubtedly highlight the centrality of I. J. Singer in the 
development of this genre and its subsequent re-conceptualization in 
Singer ’ s work. Moreover, I. J. Singer became a literary father fĳigure to his 
younger brother, enlisting him in the world of Yiddish letters in Warsaw 

14 Isaac Bashevis Singer Papers, The Harry Ransom Center, University of Texas, fĳile 104 : 3.
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( as proofreader of the highbrow journal ליטערַארישע בלעטער in 1923 ) and 
in New York ( as a contributor to ָארווערטס	 in 1935 ).

I. J. Singer ’ s sudden death from a heart attack in 1944 at age fĳifty 
led gradually to the disappearance of Singer ’ s “ anxiety of influence ” 
with regard to his successful older brother.15 Singer, the obscure fabulist 
of dark tales from the already-forgotten past of Polish Jewry, might well 
have remained a footnote in the annals of Yiddish literature. Instead, he 
debuted as an American Jewish writer with The Family Moskat ( serial-
ized in ָארווערטס	 from 1945 to 1948 and published in book form in Yid-
dish and English in 1950 ). Then in 1953, eight years after the story ’ s pub-
lication in Yiddish, Saul Bellow translated “ Gimpel the Fool. ” 16 “ Gimpel ” 
catapulted Singer into the mainstream of American letters at an auspi-
cious time for Jewish literature in America.17 The clash between post-
1945 Yiddish culture ’ s turning its back on the goyish world and Singer ’ s 
quest to conquer it was articulated in the pages of the Yiddish literary 
journal די גָאלדענע קייט in 1950 – 1951. A contentious exchange took place 
about the viability and future of Yiddish literature between Der Lebe-
diker ( “ one who is alive, ” a pseudonym of the Yiddish humorist Khayim 
Gutman, 1887 – 1961 ) and the Yiddish pedagogue Avrom Golomb. 

Der Lebediker ’ s article ליטערַאטור יִידישער  דער  אין  עם � הָארץ  און   למדן 
( Scholar and Ignoramus in Yiddish Literature ) presented an icono-
clastic attack on the utilitarian tendency in Yiddish literature that 
sought to further a particular ideological point of view. According to 
Der Lebediker, the greatest danger to the renewal of Yiddish literature 
was למדנות ( scholarship ), its attempt to replace aesthetic beauty and 
entertainment with the values of the seyfer, the holy book ’ s ethical 
and religious qualities. Der Lebediker characterized this literature as 
“ remaining stuck in its own un-artistic domain, which means Sabbath 
limit literature. ” 18 Rejecting this בעל � ּתשו&ה tendency in Yiddish litera-
ture, Der Lebediker summed up his position : צוריק צום עם � הָארץ! — דַארף 
 זַ�ן אונדזער רוף. זָאל למדנות בלַ�בן 	ַאר ּפובליציסטן און מאמריסטן. אונדזער שיינע
 Back to ) ליטערַאטור מוז זַ�ן ּככל � הגויִימדיק, וועלטלעך און נָאך ַא מָאל וועלטלעך ! . . .
ignorance !  –  must be our credo. Let scholarship be for publicists and 
essayists. Our belles-lettres must be similar to non-Jewish literature, 
worldly and even more worldly. ) 19

15 See Norich 1991.
16 The story was published in Partisan Review, May/June 1953. First published as גימּפל „ 
.in 1945 ּתם  “
17 See Schwarz 2008.
„ דָאס מיינט דָאך בלַ�בן שטעקן אין אייגענעם ניט ־ קינסטלערישן ּתחום, דָאס בַאטַ�ט „ּתחום ־ שבת � לי� 18
.Der Lebediker 1950 : 141 טערַאטור. . .“
19 Ibid. : 142.
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In the following volume, Avrom Golomb responded in the article 
 referring to Aḥad-Ha ‘ am ’ s call for a ,( That Is Not the Way ) לא זו הדרך
Jewish spiritual-cultural home in Palestine in the Hebrew journal המליץ 
in 1899 : 20

Obviously, Der Lebediker ’ s attack on Yiddish literature ’ s self-imposed 
ghettoization antagonized deeply held convictions in the Yiddish world 
of the day. According to Golomb, the Yiddish writer was to serve as a 
guardian of the flock, a national hero ; if Yiddish literature turned into 
di goyim ’ s literature, it meant betrayal : ַאר מיר	ען �נט, אין 1950, שט�הַ [ . . . ] 
 די „ ּכל הגויִים  ” ווָאס מיר דַאר	ן ז� נעמען 	ַאר ַא מוסטער, און איך זע אין ז� א�ן גרויסן
 oday, in 1950, the goyim on whom we model ourselves[ T ] ) מַ�דַאנעק [ . . . ]
appear in front of me, and I see them as one huge Majdanek [ … ] ). ” 21

Der Lebediker ’ s position is unexceptional in its advocacy of the in-
dependence of aesthetic categories from extra-literary ends. However, 
fĳive years after the end of World War II, the Yiddish cultural world, hav-
ing sufffered a catastrophic blow in terms of the loss of Yiddish speakers 
and writers murdered in the Holocaust, was in a state of hyperactiv-
ity, traumatized and beleaguered. At that time, Singer was not only in 
search of God and Love  –  key words in the titles of the fĳirst two volumes 
of his memoirs Love and Exile ( 1976 – 1982 ). He was in search of a cultur-
al arena outside the decimated remnants of survivors and the old guard 
of  Yiddishist patriots in America, and would soon fĳind it in English. 

American Jewish intellectuals like Irving Howe and Philip Rahv 
were to a large extent removed from the Holocaust. They did not ad-
dress its ramifĳications publicly in a sustained manner until the early 
1960s, in the debate over Hannah Arendt ’ s New Yorker articles covering 
the Eichmann trial in Jerusalem.22 Singer ’ s fables and supernaturalism 
dressed in post-modern garb were an exotic reminder of the Jewishness 

20 Golomb 1951 : 192.
21 Ibid. : 195.
22 See Howe 1982 : 269 – 275 and Norich 2007.

	ַאר אונדז ַאלעמען, גלייב איך, איז דָאס ווָארט 
„ גָאלדענע קייט ” ניט סּתם ַא שיינער אויסדרוק, 
ּפרָאגרַאם  ַא  ּפרָאגרַאם.  גַאנצע  ַא  איז  עס  נָאר 
ליטערַא� דער  אין  ּפרָאגרַאם  ַא  און  לעבן  אין 
טור, אין אונדזער קולטור � שַא	ונג. דָאס ווָארט 
ָאן  קולטור � המשך  המשך,  אונדז:  	ַאר  מיינט 
אייביקע . . .  און  ּכסדרדיקע  דָאס  איבעררַ�ס, 
„קיבל � ּתורה � ומסורה  ” ווַ�טער און ווַ�טער 	ון 

דור צו דור.

For all of us, I believe, the word “ the 
golden chain ” is not simply a beautiful 
expression, but a whole program of life 
and literature, our cultural creativity. The 
word means to us : continuity, cultural 
continuity without rupture, the constant 
and the eternal  –  receiving the Torah and 
the Tradition continuously from genera-
tion to generation.
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these intellectuals had abandoned in their quest to become fully Amer-
icanized. Backed by the cultural prestige of the New York intellectuals, 
Singer reached the wider American cultural world through English ver-
sions of his work. In return, Singer guided some of them back to the 
“ world of their fathers. ” 23

Until “ Gimpel the Fool ” appeared in Partisan Review in 1953, Singer 
was virtually unknown outside the Yiddish world. At almost fĳifty, Singer 
had contributed a few original stories and novels, securing him steady 
employment at ָארווערטס	. He had barely made a name for himself as 
a Yiddish writer and was primarily known as the younger brother of 
the late I. J. Singer. His meteoric rise to literary fame in America was 
partly due to his artistic versatility, which he had established during his 
decade-long apprenticeship as a professional Yiddish writer in Warsaw 
between 1925 and 1935. During the fĳirst decade of his literary career, 
Singer published literary criticism, short stories, novels, and life writ-
ing, and translated into Yiddish 11 books by writers such as Knut Ham-
sun, Thomas Mann, and Stefan Zweig. His four-volume translation of 
Mann ’ s The Magic Mountain ( 1929 – 1930 ) was praised as a major contri-
bution to Yiddish letters.24 Singer ’ s work as translator has yet to be sys-
tematically analyzed. It is particularly important to investigate how his 
Yiddish translations provided him with the tools that he would utilize 
after 1950 to transform his Yiddish work into American English.

Singer replicated this diversifĳication in the diffferent context of 
American culture post-1945. He published bread-and-butter journal-
ism, middlebrow novels and life writing in ָארווערטס	 under the pseud-
onyms Varshavski and Segal, promoted and participated in translating 
his work into English, and, beginning in the 1960s, became an extremely 
popular performer, lecturer and interviewee.25 Singer ’ s best work was 
published in Yiddish journals and newspapers under the name Yits-
khok Bashevis. His prolifĳic output as writer and cultural fĳigure enabled 
Singer to achieve fĳinancial security for the fĳirst time in his career. He 
pursued his literary career with a single-minded business zeal, insuring 
that his literary stock went up by promoting his works at public perfor-
mances all over America and publishing prolifĳically in English. 

Singer maintained his artistic independence after 1945, when many 
Yiddish writers were reclaiming literature as a means to extra-literary 
ends, lamenting and commemorating what had been lost. Even in the 
novel Enemies : A Love Story ( 1966 ) and the short story “ The Cafeteria ” 

23 The title of Irving Howe ’ s 1976 book about Jewish life in New York.
24 Mann 1929 – 1930.
25 For a selection of Singer ’ s prolifĳic output as an interviewee, see Farrell 1992.
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( 1969 ),26 the Holocaust served merely as a backdrop for his grand com-
edy of human passions and beliefs. Singer clung to the independence 
of literature from any political, social and cultural ideology. In a 1955 ar-
ticle, the Yiddish critic Shmuel Niger pointed out the danger of political 
correctness for a living and breathing Yiddish literature, echoing Der 
Lebediker ’ s position in 27 : די גָאלדענע קייט

The critical consensus has long been that the three volumes of Singer ’ s 
short fĳiction published in Yiddish newspapers and journals (ט	צוקונ, 
-are his most important contribu ( 	ָארווערטס and ס&י&ה ,די גָאלדענע קייט
tion to Yiddish letters. The twelve collections of short stories published 
in English translation, beginning with Gimpel the Fool and Other Sto-
ries ( 1957 ) and ending with The Death of Methuselah and Other Sto-
ries ( 1988 ), established this body of work as the Essential Singer for a 
worldwide readership. The three-volume Library of America edition of 
his short stories in English translation, published in honor of Singer ’ s 
centennial in 2004, is the most recent addition to the canonization of 
Singer as an American writer.28

The indisputable fact remains that Singer is a universally acclaimed 
writer due to his prominence and visibility in English. This does not 
detract from his mastery of the Yiddish artistic word, or challenge his 
place as the last great heir to the Yiddish storytelling tradition begin-
ning with Nachman of Bratslav and I. L. Peretz. Any serious critical en-
gagement with Singer ’ s work must begin with the original Yiddish sto-
ries while acknowledging that, because of their narrative and stylistic 

26 Yitskhok Bashevis, עטעריע	די קַא in ט	די צוקונ ( March – April 1968 ) and included in the 
collection ון הינטערן אויוון	מעׂשיות  ( Singer 1982a : 43 – 71 ; English translation by I. B. Singer 
and Dorothea Straus in Singer 1982 b : 287 – 300 ).
27 Niger 1955 – 1956 : 8.
28 Singer 2004.

בַאלד  און  בעת  איז  ווָאס  ליטערַאטור,  אונדזער 
ַא  עּפעס  געווען  קַאטַאקליזם  	ון  יָארן  די  נָאך 
הייבט  סָאלָאס ),  מיט  כָאר  ַא  ( אמת,  כָאר  מין 
ביסלעכווַ�ז ָאן צו קומען צו זיך און צוריק ווערן, 
ווָאס ַא ליטערַאטור דַארף זַ�ן — ַא וועלט ניט 	ון 
שליחי �  ציבור,  	ון  ניט  אויך  און  ציבור  לויטער 
ווָאס  יחידים,  ָאריגינעל � שע	ערישע  	ון  נָאר 
זיך אויף  ווַ�טער און הייבן  גרָאבן טי	ער, קוקן 
און  מינהגים  זַ�נע  און  קהל  	ונעם  העכער 

מנהיגים. 

[ O ]ur literature which, during and after 
the cataclysm, became a chorus [ in truth, 
a chorus with solos ], is slowly recovering 
and returning to what a literature ought 
to be  –  not only a world of community 
and cantors, but original creative indi-
viduals who dig deeper, see further and 
lift themselves higher than the commu-
nity with its customs and leaders.
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simplicity, “ the spell of Singer ” is eminently translatable.29 Attempts by 
critics to view Singer ’ s relationship with other post-1945 Yiddish writ-
ers in terms of Cynthia Ozick ’ s influential story “ Envy ; or, Yiddish in 
America ” ( 1969 ) have tended to overstate Singer ’ s diffference from oth-
er Yiddish writers. In crucial ways, Singer was a remarkably normative 
Yiddish writer in the post-Holocaust period. His work would have been 
unthinkable without the classical Yiddish writers as a sounding board 
against which Singer could develop his iconoclastic philosophy of pro-
test, sabotaging sacrosanct notions of humanism and modernism. As 
is the work of Chaim Grade, Leib Rochman, Chava Rosenfarb and Eli 
Schechtman, the fĳinest Yiddish prose writers of his generation, Singer ’ s 
fĳiction is set in a particular part of Central and Eastern Europe  –  in his 
case, the small shtetlekh of the Lublin region : Yanov, Frampol, Tishevitz, 
Goray, Kreshev, Yosefov.30 As Wolitz and Sherman write : “ In his short 
stories, Bashevis Singer remarkably shows himself as a regionalist in the 
truest, fullest sense, a writer of genius who, with precision and meticu-
lous care, uses the particular as his chief and best means of reaching 
the universal. ”31

Singer ’ s urban locus is Krochmalna Street, the poor section of Jew-
ish Warsaw where his father, a מורה � הוראה ( rabbi authorized to answer 
ritual questions ), conducted his rabbinical court ( בית � דין � שטוב ) prior 
to World War I, as depicted in the memoir ן טַאטנס בית � דין � שטוב�מַ ( My 
Father ’ s Court ).32 In family chronicles such as the The Family Moskat 
( 1950 ) and The Manor ( 1967 ), Singer recreated the narrative sweep of 
multiple generations of Polish Jews prior to the catastrophe. Beginning 
in the late 1950s, Singer began writing novels and short stories about 
Jewish life in America such as Shadows on the Hudson ( 1957 – 1958 ), En-
emies : A Love Story ( 1966 ), and semi-autobiographical short stories.33 
Singer ’ s America serves as a screen on which he projects existential 
crises and internal struggles that originated in Jewish Poland. Even in 
the most American of his novels, Shadows on the Hudson, in which the 
protagonist Hertz Dovid Grein travels to Miami and upstate New York, 
Singer depicts these locations mostly through the sufffocating world of 
the Holocaust survivors that Grein runs into in cafeterias and hotels :

The wider America with which Grein came into contact was just as 
complicated as he was himself. He would never understand it prop-

29 See Miron 1992 and Bloom 2010.
30 Janów, Frampol, Tyszowce, Goraj, Krzeszów, Józefów.
31 Wolitz and Sherman 2001 : 224.
32 For a close reading of this work see Schwarz 2005 : 142 – 152.
33 For a close reading of “ The Cafeteria ” see Schwarz 2001.
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erly. American remained for him the one country in the world where 
people walked with their heads held high, yet he could see that be-
hind all individual diffferences the eternal human tragedy remained 
constant.34

Singer ’ s literary career as a Jewish American writer embodied contin-
uous change and productivity that would open up “ a new vein in his 
work, and really a diffferent style. ” 35 Singer ’ s late style is characterized 
by a greater freedom in addressing survivor guilt, suicidal behavior, and 
his characters ’ lack of agency. However, even Singer ’ s usual disregard 
for literary decorum had its limits when it came to allowing the publica-
tion of Shadows on the Hudson in English translation. In this novel he 
“ lets it all hang out ” in an almost exhibitionist exposure of survivors ’ 
nihilism, promiscuity and self-destruction. Singer forbad the publica-
tion of this work in English translation until after his death ; it appeared 
forty years later, in 1998, in a translation by Joseph Sherman.36

The reception of the posthumously published novel is indicative of 
the contradictory critical responses to Singer ’ s work in English. In The 
New York Times, the reviewer applauded the work as revealing “ Singer 
speaking in an unfamiliar raw and brutal voice, the grandfatherly Yid-
dish writer stripped of the kindly, gentle tone and the flights of the su-
pernatural fantasy that we mostly know him by. ” 37 The novel is given 
the highest marks as “ a startling, piercing work of fĳiction, a book with a 
strong claim to being Singer ’ s masterpiece. ” 38 In another review in The 
New York Times, the novel is torn to shreds as “ chaotic, rambling, repeti-
tive and parochial, ” so unlike Singer ’ s short stories that, “ at their best, 
are like hard diamonds of perfection. ” The reviewer perceptively points 
to the novel having been written “ on demand and for a very specifĳic au-
dience with very specifĳic intellectual and emotional needs. ” 39 The Mon-
treal Yiddish poet and fĳiction writer Chava Rosenfarb agreed with The 
New York Times reviewer ’ s negative assessment that “ Bashevis ’ s work 
which was fĳirst published in ָארווערטס	 was usually shabby and chaotic. 
Only when they were published in the English version did they achieve 
their true artistic form. ” 40 Singer never oversaw the editing of the Eng-
lish version of Shadows on the Hudson, which was translated more or 

34 Singer 1998 : 198.
35 Dickstein et al. 2004 : 118.
36 See Joseph Sherman ’ s article about his conflicts with the publisher Farrar Straus Gir-
oux about how to translate Singer into English, Sherman 2002.
37 Bernstein 1997.
38 Siegel 1998.
39 Ibid.
40 Rosenfarb 1992 : 76.
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less directly from the serialized version. As a result, the novel allows us 
to enter the uncensored world of Singer ’ s serialized novels in ָארווערטס	 
with a minimum of the edits and touchups that usually improved his 
novels in English. 

Hertz Dovid Grein, like most of the characters in the novel, arrived 
in America one or two decades before the Holocaust ; a few, such as 
Anna, have escaped war-torn Europe under dramatic circumstances. 
Like the protagonist of Enemies : A Love Story, which is a more artisti-
cally fulfĳilled version of the same theme, Grein fĳinds himself entangled 
with three women at the same time : his loyal wife, his long-time lover 
and his most recent infatuation, Boris Makover ’ s daughter, Anna. Its 
main characters drift aimlessly, sexually and professionally, outwardly 
successful in America but inwardly sufffering desperately over their loss 
of family, career, and home in the Holocaust. Their pursuit of happiness 
in America remains unfulfĳilled, trapping them in serial relationships 
and get-rich-quick schemes. In a few cases, they seek out the certainty 
of clear-cut solutions to their predicament in Orthodox Judaism ( Boris 
Makover and Grein ) and spiritualism ( Dr. Margolin ). 

The novel succeeds in delineating the plight of the שארית � הּפליטה, 
the traumatized remnants of the Holocaust exiled from their Ashkenazi 
Jewish homelands, languages and landscapes in crass, materialistic, in-
tellectually superfĳicial America. Less successful is the novel ’ s character 
development, which  –  as is often the case in Singer ’ s work  –  tends to 
devolve into caricature. Singer ’ s particular talent lies in uncovering the 
deep archetypical battles between Good and Evil, the basic existential 
choices of modern Jews, rather than in elaborating upon the subtle as-
pects of their social and psychological conditioning.41 

In many ways, Singer is a typical representative of the Yiddish 
writers exiled from Jewish Eastern Europe, refugees before or after the 
conflagration who lived out their remaining days writing and publish-
ing prolifĳically in places like New York, Buenos Aires, Montreal, and Tel 
Aviv. Like the Yiddish writers Chaim Grade and Aaron Zeitlin, his sur-
vivor guilt at not having had “ the privilege of going through the Hitler 
Holocaust ” sufffused his work and sharpened his deliberate exposition 
of desperate nihilism and self-destructive tendencies.42 And like other 
post-1945 Yiddish writers, his enormous output on the stafff of a Yiddish 
newspaper, continued productivity and embrace of new genres until a 
ripe old age reflected his work ’ s life-afffĳirming character.43

41 Rosenfarb 1992 : 104.
42 The Yiddish and Hebrew poet Aaron Zeitlin displayed a similar self-deprecating, self-
destructive view in his post-Holocaust poetry. See Zeitlin 2007. The quote is from Singer ’ s 
author ’ s note in Enemies : A Love Story ; Singer 1966 ( no pagination ).
דָאס  43 ַאז  ווערן קלָאר,  מוז  ַאז עס  ּפַאסיע,  ַאזַא  און מיט  נעגַאטיווקייט,  זַ�ן  מָאל  	יל  ַאזוי  בַאטָאנט   ער 
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Singer ’ s work is intrinsically woven into the web of Yiddish cul-
tural politics, personal relationships, various newspapers and journals 
from rekhte to linke ( politically right and left ) in which the shrinking 
group of Yiddish writers and קולטור � טוערס ( cultural activists ) fought 
each other in the uphill battle against assimilation and oblivion. Amer-
ican letters in the postwar period, which provided a fertile ground for 
young Jewish writers, enabled Singer to break out of the increasingly 
ghetto-like character of Yiddish in New York to become a major player 
on the American literary stage. The post-9 / 11 era has actualized aspects 
of Singer ’ s work that highlight moral issues ( e.g., ‘ the axis of evil ’ ), ni-
hilism, and the threat of religious and political fundamentalism. The 
celebration of his centennial in 2004 and the jubilee edition of his short 
stories by the Library of America  –  Singer is the only Yiddish writer to 
be so honored  –  indicate that his literary star is unlikely to dim any 
time soon. 

The 1967 story “ My Adventures as an Idealist ” 44 is vintage Singer 
in its bittersweet self-portrait of the artist as middle-aged man exiled 
between languages and cultures. The mysterious Sigmund Seltzer, the 
narrator ’ s sparkling alter ego, has commissioned the narrator to trans-
late his ghostwritten autobiography from German into Yiddish. Like 
Singer, the narrator has translated Thomas Mann ’ s The Magic Mountain 
into Yiddish. The narrator continues to expand the work into a work of 
fĳiction with autobiographical traits that he is unable to complete ( like 
Singer himself was unable to complete his own autobiography ). The 
meaning of Seltzer ’ s life becomes tied to his quest to get his ghostwrit-
ten autobiography published. Visiting the dying Seltzer in the hospital, 
the narrator closes the story with this prescient observation about liter-
ary posterity :  45

Our eyes met in silence. His hair had become white and sparse, his 
forehead higher. An expression of gentleness and wisdom I had never 
seen before shone in his eyes. He half winked, half smiled, as if to say, 
I know everything that you know, and a little more in addition. He was 
no longer the Sigmund Seltzer I had known all these years, but a sage 

זַ�ן געדַאר	ט  ער  ווָאלט  געזוכט,  נישט  ליכט  שום  קיין  באמת  ער  ווָאלט  און  אמת.  דער  איז   	ַארקערטע 
 קָאנסעקווענט און בַאגיין ליטערַארישן זעלבסטמָארד, בכלל אוי	הערן צו שרַ�בן, ווַ�ל יעדע 	ָארעם 	ון
יָא צום לעבן און צום זָאגן  זַ�ן, איז אין זיך ַאליין ַא 	ָארעם 	ון  זי זָאל נישט  יִיאושדיק  ווי   שע	ערישקייט, 
 He emphasizes many times his negativity, and with such passion, that it becomes ) מענטש.
clear that the opposite is the case. And if he had not sought any light he would have been 
consistent and committed literary suicide, stopped writing, because every form of creativ-
ity regardless of its despair is in itself a way of saying yes to life and to man. ) Rosenfarb 
1992 : 102.
44 Singer 2004 ( 3 ) : 745 – 758. First published in The Saturday Evening Post, November 18, 
1967.
45 Singer 2004 ( 3 ) 758. 
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purifĳied by sufffering. He stared at me with a look of fatherly afffection 
and murmured, “ In the end what remains after us writers ? Nothing 
but a bundle of paper. ”

The story was originally published in Yiddish as דער מחבר ( The Author ) 
in ָארווערטס	 in 1965, and did not appear subsequently in any short story 
collection. This was probably due to the cartoonlike lack of character 
development with which it demolishes the myth of the Author and his 
Original Creation. Like Selzer ’ s autobiography, which is pieced together 
by ghostwriters and translators, Singer ’ s English oeuvre, which lifted 
him out of obscurity in America, was the result of an auspicious col-
laboration of publishers, translators and editors.46 Ever the professional 
writer and son of a Hasidic rebbe in Warsaw, Singer did not harbor any 
illusions about the Yiddish word ’ s longevity after its severance from 
Hebrew Scriptures and religious law ( הלכה ) as a result of the rise of the 
 .in nineteenth-century Eastern Europe ( Jewish Enlightenment ) הׂשּכלה
In an article in נער זשורנַאל�ַאלגעמַ in 2006, Rabbi William Berkowitz, a 
close friend of Singer, told how his son had approached the writer and 
asked him to inscribe the book שבחי הר ”  ן , a Hebrew volume in praise of 
Nachman of Bratslav : 47

When Singer took the book his hands were trembling. “ I don ’ t know, ” 
he said, “ I ’m not worthy of inscribing anything in this book. ” My son 
insisted and he wrote This book was written by a great human be-
ing. There never has been nor is there anyone like him.

Singer had internalized the distinction between what was traditionally 
viewed by his Hasidic father as a ר	ס ( a holy book in Hebrew ), and his 
own work, די יִידישע ביכלעך ( Jewish /  Yiddish secular books ).

Singer closed the Yiddish literary canon in the second half of the 
twentieth century while devising a life-raft for his work in English 
translation. He created a new readership for his work in America with-
out cutting his umbilical cord to ָארווערטס	 and its readership. Traces of 
Singer ’ s Old-World storytelling, supernaturalism, nihilism, and depic-
tion of the שארית � הּפליטה are evident in the work of Jewish American 
writers like Saul Bellow, Bernard Malamud, Cynthia Ozick, Steve Stern, 
Jonathan Safran Foer, Nicole Krauss, Dara Horn and Jeremy Rothen-
berg, among others.48 His work remains a vital bridge between the last 
flowering of Yiddish literature after the Holocaust and the rise of a new 
Jewish literary center in North America.

46 Stavans 2004 : 63 f.
47 Berkowitz 2006.
48 See Ozick ’ s, Foer ’ s, and Rothenberg ’ s appreciations of Singer in Stavans 2004.
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